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The picture that started it all for us: from HOPE X (July 2014): Sarah Zatko’s How to Prevent
Security Afterthought Syndrome; image from
https://twitter.com/sambowne/status/490316922844872704



CONTINUING SARAH’S TALK



WHY ARE WE HERE? WHAT ARE THE POINTS?

1. To understand why cyber security is facing a talent shortage 
(or why it is difficult to find talent in cyber security)

2. To understand why we are still battling the same vulnerabilities 
for decades

3. To understand just how big the cyber security education gap is 
–or how big is the iceberg (i.e, what else is missing)

4. To discuss what we can do to address the problems (we
meaning many different contexts)



THE KEY: INTEGRATION INTO (MOST) COMPUTER 
SCIENCE COURSES

• Make students think #whatcouldpossiblygowrong; violate invariants, 
preconditions

• “Thinking like an attacker” is hard, a very different way of thinking and 
mindset

• Encourage students to think about security at the beginning of any 
project/assignment rather than being bolted on at the end

• Hands-on practice is required
• Inform them of opportunities in Security (sadly, many do not know)



NO EXCUSE

• There is no excuse to not integrate security into Computer 
Science courses, especially systems and application-based 
courses.

• Inform students of the security and privacy problems and 
opportunities; ask students to be good citizens.

• Encourage and challenge students to develop the curiosity and 
mindset of an attacker



WOULD BE NICE

• Do not use only traditional teaching and learning techniques 
for courses. Learning how to take tests isn’t helping.

• Provide mentorship, menteeship, and networking 
opportunities.

• Provide guidelines of lessons learned through presentations 
like this.

• Work with all and the younger generation through classes, 
workshops, presentations and conferences.
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From Bill Langenberg, Technical Manager, Software Engineering at TripAdvisor (guest lecture to Web Programming class 
at Tufts)



For your eyes only, a private message…
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From Dr. James Kurose, Assistant Director, Computer and Information Science and Engineering Directorate, NSF at 
Innovations Partnerships Network (IPN) Conference on December 9, 2015



From The Computer Science 
Teachers Association 

(CTSA)http://www.techrepublic.com/a
rticle/cs-teachers-ramping-up-

cybersecurity-education/

http://www.csteachers.org/

402 W 34th St



http://csrc.nist.gov



A CS CURRICULUM’S RESPONSIBILITY AND OBLIGATION

• Most Computer Science curricula go through national accreditation (e.g., 
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology)

• Why is accreditation important? To assess the quality of curriculum; to 
ensure curriculum has basic foundations according to specific 
accreditation.

• One of the important outcomes of a Computer Science curriculum via 
ABET: “An understanding of professional, ethical, legal, security 
and social issues and responsibilities”



FOR YOUR EYES ONLY

From 11/6/2011 during evaluation of Tufts’ Computer Science curriculum, 
preliminary findings of the ABET evaluator: “There are several gaps in coverage 
that I have already pointed out to you and are obvious to anyone looking at a 
map of our coverage: > e. An understanding of professional, ethical, legal, 
security and social issues and responsibilities --We have part of this with EM54 
(an Ethics course), but there is little or no coverage of legal and security 
issues in the required curriculum.”





EXAMPLES AND SUCCESS STORIES

• Collection of ideas and pictures at end of slide:
• Web Programming
• Senior Capstone / Software Engineering
• Healthcare
• Game Development
• Mobile Development
• Machine Structure and Assembly Language
• Programming Languages



NEED: REAL AND ”VALUABLE” ASSIGNMENTS

• Capture The Flag (CTF) games
• Code reviews
• Conduct risk assessments, metrics
• Create information security policies
• Research papers on information security topics that students care about
• Peer reviews of assignments
• Mock-interviews that can be used at student’s organizations
• ”Personal engagement project”(e.g., attend local security events/webinars 

and discuss)



From New England Security 
Day Spring 2016, April 28th, 

Security Education Panel



FACEBOOK’S RECENTLY OPEN SOURCED CTF

“Career Advantage

Not only do CTFs have the ability to teach more technical skills than you'll get in an average computer science program, they
can also help you break into the security industry. When I started looking for full-time positions, I found security job interviews to 
be a lot like CTF challenges, which made it easier for me to demonstrate my technical skills --- and I was able to make an 
impact from day one. 

When I joined the Facebook security team last year, it was in large part because of the experience I gained through CTFs.  
When I was a student at the University of Michigan, the TA for my security class introduced me to CTFs, which exposed me to 
a fun and practical side of security that I didn't get in class.”

Source: https://www.facebook.com/notes/facebook-ctf/facebook-ctf-is-now-open-source/525464774322241/



ONLY THE TIP OF THE ICEBERG

There’s much more…





“The title “engineer” is cheapened by the tech industry.

Recent years have seen prominent failures in software. Massive data breaches at Target, Home Depot, 
BlueCross BlueShield, Anthem, Harvard University, LastPass, and Ashley Madison only scratch the surface of 
the cybersecurity issues posed by today’s computer systems. The Volkswagen diesel-emissions exploit was 
caused by a software failing, even if it seems to have been engineered, as it were, deliberately.”

Source: http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/11/programmers-should-not-call-
themselves-engineers/414271/?single_page=true

THE TITLE OF ENGINEER



FURTHER SECURITY EDUCATION GAPS

• Awareness that software has critical infrastructure, has life-and-death 
implications

• Policy and leadership (see encryption debates)



THE NEED: FOLLOW THIS MODEL?





HOW TUFTS IS ADDRESSING THE POLICY GAP

• Tufts can make global contributions to this nascent field by leveraging our 
existing strengths in Diplomacy, International Relations, Political Science, 
Computer Science, and Active Citizenship.
• Side note: Boston College founded a new MS in Cyber Security and Policy in January 

2016 but without much help with from Computer Science as the program does not 
have emphasis on Security in curriculum (special thanks to Kevin Powers)

• Step 1: A bridge professorship in Cyber Security and Policy between School of 
Engineering and The Fletcher School (only two schools)

• Step 2: Joint Computer Science and Political Science course on Cyber 
Security and Cyber Warfare (accepted; will run in spring 2017)
• The point: get undergraduates informed

• Step 3: Start Certificate and Masters Programs



HOW BRANDEIS IS GOING TO ADDRESS THE POLICY GAP

• Proposed:
• Open up healthcare information security systems course to all Brandeis students as it is a required course in 

the healthcare medical informatics program. (Make course an elective course for all people outside the 
program) who want to learn
• High School?
• Undergraduate?

• Development of new course to incorporate student projects and work directly with students throughout 
course

• Provide the ability to have course every semester so that course does not fill up
• Incorporate additional required information security and elective courses in to other Brandeis programs?

• To ensure security is throughout lifecycle rather than bolted on.
• Certification program
• Integration with departments









FACT TO THE MATTER IS



COLLECTION OF EXAMPLES



EXAMPLE: DATA STRUCTURES

• The second course in most Computer Science curricula
• Discussion: the hash function for hash tables: collisions are bad but will be 

inevitable for simple hash functions. In the real world, hash functions are 
critical for security, use to verify integrity, and collisions are extremely bad 
(e.g.,, MD5)



EXAMPLE: WEB PROGRAMMING

• The full-stack: HTTP, HTML5, CSS, JavaScript, server-side, data persistence 
using database(s)

• Build client and server, then break. Since spring 2014, students had to 
create “Marauder's Map”

• Issues taught: input validation, XSS, injection attacks
• Assignment: Students are paired to perform a security audit another 

student’s client and server.
• Example (from spring 2013): 

https://tuftsdev.github.io/WebProgramming/assignments/security-
gjoseph/report.html



EXAMPLE: USING EXISTING FRAMEWORKS

• HIPAA Security versus HIPAA Privacy
• NIST, ISO, HITRUST, GRC
• Ethics, privacy, segregation of duties
• Local, state and international laws
• CIS
• PCI, HITECH
• Healthcare terms like PHI, PII, EHR, etc.



EXAMPLE: SENIOR CAPSTONE PROJECT / SOFTWARE 
ENGINEERING

• Exercise: think of abuse cases in the specification and design phases
• Deliverable: technical risk analysis table for capstone project (in the fall)
• From @chriseng: "Undergraduate CS projects should be subjected to 

security testing” @sfjacob #AppSecCali2016 (/cc @0xmchow) 
https://twitter.com/chriseng/status/692510469442117634



EXAMPLE: APPLICATIONS OF INFOSEC. IN 
HEALTHCARE

• Concept of “not bolted on . . . “
• How to test and monitor software applications (reverse engineering)
• Evaluate information security tools
• Review existing/new IoT devices and its uses
• Create an incident response checklist and how to respond 
• OWASP Top 10 & OWASP Mobile Security Project



EXAMPLE: GAME DEVELOPMENT

• Issues taught: cheating in games, virtual economies, and abusing online 
games 
(https://tuftsdev.github.io/GameDevelopment/notes/ethics_security.html)

• Assignment: Read four accepted articles from IEEE Security & Privacy 
Securing Online Games issue (May/June 2009), answer five questions

• https://tuftsdev.github.io/GameDevelopment/assignments/security.html



EXAMPLE: EMERGING ISSUES IN HEALTHCARE

• Review of current events on a weekly-basis
• Review/ Discussion Questions of students’ feedback of ongoing and past 

information security events
• Threat vectors / FBI warnings and lists of healthcare breaches, Verizon 

DBIR, Mandiant Report
• Opportunities to network with colleagues and present at conferences
• Awareness of new technologies like implantable medical devices, PHR



EXAMPLE: MOBILE MEDICAL DEVICES AND APPS

• Issues taught: security and privacy of medical devices 
(https://mchow01.github.io/talks/SecurityMedicalDevices.pdf)

• Activities: think of security issues in the design phase
• Project 1: Build a temperature sensing device using an Arduino (hardware); 

iOS app to display readings
• Project 2: Build a patient monitoring device
• Guest speakers: former President of St. Elizabeth Hospital in Brighton, MA, 

Chief Medical Information Officer at University of California, San Francisco
• Article about our work: http://now.tufts.edu/articles/engineeringreality



EXAMPLE: INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SECURITY AT TUFTS

• Syllabus runs the broad spectrum: network security, web security, incident 
handling, privacy, forensics

• Real assignments: analyze packets captured from DefCon, build an intrusion 
detection system (using Ruby and PacketFu)

• There is a CTF game; students play in teams
• World class guest speakers. Special thanks to Steve Christey Coley, Chris 

Wysopal, Peter Ballerini and his team at Putnam Investments, Kade
Crockford, Gary McGraw, Vik Solem, Silicosis, Josh Abraham for their 
contributions over the years.



EXAMPLE: HEALTHCARE INFORMATION SECURITY 
SYSTEMS AT BRANDEIS

• Syllabus runs the broad spectrum: healthcare information security, privacy, 
application security, incident handling, threat modeling, healthcare medical 
devices, IoT, mobile applications

• Real hands-on assignments: Analyze your organization’s information 
security program, analyze existing security tools, create your own ISP, 
conduct risk assessments, research additional information security topics, 
write paper(s) and have two students give feedback to your paper

• Discussion on weekly news and security events
• Guest speakers from the field



EXAMPLE: MACHINE STRUCTURE AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 
PROGRAMMING

• Reverse engineering (e.g., “binary bomb”)
• Buffer overflow



EXAMPLE: PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES

• Langsec
• Build it, break it, fix it model (competition: https://builditbreakit.org/)
• “The Security of Programming Languages” (http://www.cs.tufts.edu/comp/116/archive/fall2015/chamilton.pdf)
• http://www.cs.dartmouth.edu/~sergey/langsec/



SUCCESS STORIES



















THANK YOU

Questions ?

HOPE 2016
Ming Chow (@0xmchow, mchow at cs dot tufts dot edu)

Roy Wattanasin (@wr0, websecr at gmail dot com)
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